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Can you get custom content on sims mobile
You can't currently use mods on the console version of The Sims 4. Nor is it possible on mobile. Although it is a fun idea is difficult to establish, especially with The Sims Mobile that has such a different purpose from The Sims 4. I would simply recommend enjoying your mod and CC on The Sims 4 for PC or Mac. ----- I don't work for EA
Read on for important information below! Create your Sims, give them unique personalities, and customize their world with more detail than ever on mobile. Experience the life of your Sims as they choose careers, parties with friends and fall in love. CREATE AMAZING SIMSCustomize Sims with distinct appearances, hairstyles, clothes,
make-up and personal traits. BUILD A FANTASTIC HOMEPersonalize layouts and designs, choosing from a variety of furniture, appliances and decorations. Share your LIFESTYLEYLE SIMS Guide the life stories of your Sims from careers and hobbies to relationships and families – even Risky Actions! Start a family and pass down
powerful Heirlooms. PLAY TOGETHERHost and participate in parties with other Sims to socialize, earn rewards and develop romantic relationships. You can also transfer with Sims.____________Important of other people Consumer Information. Some images shown may contain in-app purchases. This application: It requires a persistent
Internet connection (a network fee can be applied). It requires the acceptance of the EA Privacy and Cookie Policy and the User Agreement. Includes in-game advertising. Collects data through third-party analytics technology (see Privacy & Cookie Policy for details). It allows players to communicate through the chat function of the ingame party. It contains direct links to the Internet and social networking sites intended for a public over 13. The application uses Game Center. Login to the Game Center before installation if you don't want to share yourwith friends. User Agreement: and Cookie Policy: for assistance or investigationonline functionality after 30 days of
notice published on www.ea.com/service-updates. By installing this game, you consent to the installation and installation of any updates or game updates released through your platform. You can turn off automatic updates through the device settings, but if you do not update the app, you can experience reduced functionality. Some
updates and updates can change how we record usage data and metrics, or change the data stored on the device. Any changes will always be consistent with the Privacy and Cookie Policy of EA. You can revoke your consent at any time by removing or disabling this app, visiting help.ea.com for assistance, or contacting us at ATTN:
Privacy / Mobile Allows Withdrawal, Electronic Arts Inc., 209 Redwood Shores Pkwy, Redwood City, CA, USA. Season of Sim Festival One: the life of celebrity is in progress! What do your daily and seasonal tasks look like today? In our latest update, you will enjoy: -Springing in action and earning a blend of flowery flora and marble
furnishings from the 'Charming Gardens' Sweet Treat Showdown rerun, perfect for building a new park area or revitalize your lawn! -Helping Smallfry discover clues around the city in the last Treasure Hunt event 'Edit closet'! For lovers of the most beautiful things in life, complete your celebrity inspired home with the new must-have
wardrobes and accessories for the final fashion style! -Prove the new Home Models feature! If you are stuck for inspiration by creating your next glamorous construction, instantly build new moving houses with our new pre-built designs. Follow The Sims Mobile on Twitter today! This game is so addictive. As a passionate Sims fan I am
definitely impressed by this gameI love the range of playable careers, from Barista to the guru of well-being. Also be able to choose when Sims go to work, how long and what interactions they make is great. I love the variety of storiesyou can create with other sims and that you can easily monitor the progress of your history. I also really
like to complete new missions, and receive rewards for it as a free bedroom collection etc. I really like the special creations izzys and how you can get unique pieces and certain increases with clothing. I would like Sims 4 to have more than these characteristics. would be great if we could get more fun, unique, free playable careers and
the story added to the sims 4 for more interesting gameplay! I also appreciate that sims works on events themselves so you don't have to sit there for hours trying to complete the event. There are a lot of things I like about the game, but there are things that could be better. For example, if we could get more simcash easily, if children sims
interact with things instead of walking around like zombies, and if we can get free animals, which would make the game even better. When I found out the sims were ocyted on the cell phone I was too happy. I couldn't wait to go to the game. I think the graphics are great and the choices of clothing and body design are great. the game is
full of interesting things to enjoy. but there are some issues, I understand that the game is new and still needs some adjustment and updates. First, I find the incredibly stressful game. every time I perform a task are set more tasks that make the amount of tasks almost endless. I feel the game is incredibly complicated to handle. I find this
stressful as in the free game sims you could just do one task at a time and I liked this. Secondly, I noticed that all you do on the game is press buttons. Have your sims always do the same things. you no longer have to look after your sims needs as on the other games. Finally, I feel it is incredibly difficultmoney on the game. And the only
way to earn money is by pressing buttons for 30 minutes or waiting for 2 hours to complete a task. To improve this game me and other friends think that assims 4 you should be able to speed up time and try for a child as you would on the computer game. Also to improve you could make sure that when two sims friends are in a room, they
can socialize and become friends together when both players are on the game. I understand that this is a free game and this will probably not be seen. I just thought I might express my opinion if it helps. Where I start. I think we should have more energy because in my opinion 30 is not enough and we should give at least 50 or 100. I think
that because tasks/event just take the long way to complete without there help for example 7 hours to choose a menu for a wedding is just ridiculous long. Another point is that you should put the health bars in the game because you what is the point of even having half the tasks if the sims do not even need one of the furniture!! I also
think it is useless to let the sims go only to the bathroom, etc. every few hours because this completely destroys the point of even buying the items. Another point is that some of the items and clothes are so above the price because 500 for a T-shirt just doesn't really make any sense to me. Even money is so difficult to do as you have to
do events/visits or go to work that you both just take forever to do as you run out of energy. Also I would like if you bought back the night and the day because other wise what is the point of having even beds etc. Also the part of construction of the catalog takes at least half of my screen and also I don't understand why now we can't sell
anything we have in storage to get some of our money back. Now I understand that the game is still in the early stages, but I think these things will make the gameplay even better. The developer, Electronic Arts, indicated that the app's privacy practicesinclude data management as described below. For more information, see the
developer's privacy policy. The following data may be usedthey track you through apps and websites owned by other companies: Purchases Identifiers Diagnose usage data Other data The following data can be collected and linked to your identity: Purchase Identifiers Diagnose usage data Other data privacy practices may vary by, for
example, the features you use or at your age. More information Developer Site Support Privacy Policy is there custom content for sims mobile. how to get custom content on sims mobile
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